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The Civil Aviation Authority has rejected Heathrow Airport’s desire to spend
nearly £3bn on its new runway despite the plans not having received final
approval, in a sign that it is losing confidence in Heathrow’s ability to fund the
project on budget (1).
The aviation regulator cited the risk that the costs would be passed on to
passengers were the runway not to go ahead. The CAA approved just under half
Heathrow’s request; £1.6bn (1), saying that “passengers cannot be expected to
bear the risk of Heathrow Airport Limited spending too much in the early phase
of development, should planning permission not be granted”, in a clear sign of
the many hurdles Heathrow has to clear before receiving final permission to
expand (2).
2028/29, the new target date Heathrow has now set for it to open the new
runway, is also reducing what potential small economic benefits it would bring
to the UK by 2030 – a key criteria the government previously assessed when
choosing Heathrow’s expansion scheme, compared to Gatwick’s or the
extended runway proposed by Heathrow Hub Ltd (3).
Both Heathrow and the Government claim that the project will be privately
financed yet there are concerns about Heathrow’s ability to afford expansion as
costs continue to rise and the markets begin to question the viability of the
investment.
In its latest analysis of Heathrow’s business case, Standard and Poor revealed
that there is significant concern about the design, funding and construction
costs of a third runway (4). The report raises specific concerns about the
availability of relevant information which could result in a downgrading of
Heathrow’s investment grade credit rating which would make the 3rd runway
unviable.
Analysis of the consolidated accounts of Heathrow Airport Limited and its
holding group FGP Topco shows the airport to be losing money. Despite
claiming some £22bn in reserves, once you consider dividends, interest
payments on debt, and financial instruments the airport is not making a profit
(5).

The political issue with approval of this level of spending in advance of planning
consent is the ‘poison pill’ agreement between Heathrow and the Government
which could result in taxpayers picking up the bill for Heathrow’s costs should
the Government cancel the 3rd runway (6).
Paul McGuinness, Chair of the No 3rd Runway Coalition, said:
“Even the regulator is losing confidence in Heathrow’s ability to finance this
runway. Heathrow previously declared their 3rd runway would cost £14bn. But
now, just 18 months later, they tell us that they’ll have to spend one and a half
billion of this before they even apply for planning permission!
“As financial experts have advised us, Heathrow seems to be flying by the seat
of their pants on this expansion – unable to determine how much they’ll need to
invest, let alone the source of that investment capital.
“Government should immediately halt this project, before taxpayers inevitably
find themselves underwriting the irresponsible and vain aspirations of this
foreign owned private company.”
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